




 PERFORMERS
1.10.00/ 10.20 Alaka Rao P
KOCHI: measures the space, looks around like a girl enjoying a sunny day 
off, without parents, free to go wherever she wants, to choose the 
directions, yet walk desicivley , blindfolded maps the floor with outward 
going circles, adding from small to big circles around circles, outward 
from a centre circle, keeps circle drawing until all Rangoli -powder is 
used, then sitting in the middle of the circles, not blind-folded anymore 
but folding in, crouching, concentrating the energy until she is trembling, 
a lot of tension, holding it, somebody else walks in and puts 4 panels 
randomly on the floor, the look like they have fallen from the sky. She 
gets up and starts to walk on circle which the closest panel to her is 
touching, eating up with her feet the powder-marked circle, then when 
circle has almost disappeared she turns the panel over, and so on she 
brushes, strokes the floor, until all four panels are turned over, so that 
we can see the linole etching image, in the end she is getting very 
energetic, she wants the circles to disappear and the images to appear. 
From my point of view the images were not really necessary, may be 
more interesting if they hadn’t been turned over, showing us their image, 
Interpreting the Performance?
BANGALORE: 
, the space in Kochi was big and different, here in Bangalore space and 
time are almost capturing the action, 
. for me the action/performance starts already when Alaska puts/tapes 
the blue plastic in the floor, it has an elliptic shape, seems to have the life 
of a big ’blue’ palm leafe, it’s defining a space, the form is waiting for … 
Also in the end putting plastic away etc. sound/movement also belongs 
for me to the action. Plastic is functional, it tells her when she has 
reached edge, or she counts the circles, 
. Alaka dressed in black, starts very briefly walking into space like a 
young girl, hoops and turns (could be longer????), blind-folds herself with 
black cloth, 
. then with Rangoli-powder marking/drawing circles, how skilled if she 
doesn’t see, she closes each circle, 
positions herself crouching in the center-circle, panels are positioned by 
somebody on the circle-lines, A gets up and starts sweeping, diffusing 
with feet the circle lines, and turns the panels over, the size of the circles 
are making her movements bigger, the plastic gets a life of it’s own, 
because the tapes get undone, the plastic wrinkles, moves on the floor, 
then sound, kind of a count down starts, and consizes what has be done 
thus, all seems so have been times. 



2 10.25/ 10.45 Paramesh Jolad
KOCHI: Farmers in trouble, media transmittier, signs of coorpertions, 
economy painted onto his pants, initiales thinking in handing out small 
paper rolls with questions. Wears a headdress made of styrofoam, did 
people scribble messages onto it like on a cast when broken a leg/arm 
etc., 
BANGLORE: the big broom tied to his neck, a ’schweif of a horse/animal’ 
or a tail or an thing that grew out of him and doesn’t leave him, the 
sound of the broom, rhythmizised by the walking, not only hangs in the 
broom what is already on the floor, he also has something very fine and 
small in his hands, which he lets fall on the floor while walking
YASH: black & white, , as a politician who is creating constantly chaos, 
avoiding what is in the center, was clear on the audience, not only as a 
visual, what they create through time and space, everybody is watching 
politicians, nobody is stopping them, black as a metaphor to talk about 
the power an the dirty game, white very pure, clean having a contrast to 
the action. Blindfolded, can we see, or are we in the blind, who has been 
holding the power, audience or performer, ambiguous
PARAMESH: moving sculpture representing politician
 
3 10.50/ 11.10 Chathurni Nissansala
carries carefully a white wrapped thing in her arms/hands, unpacks a pair 
of light-brown shoes, licks the shoes, shoes become shiny (because of 
wet saliva coating), changes her position on the floor, she is meticulously 
licking every part of the shoes, the movements around the shoes, the 
venter-axis, she has to go deep onto her belly. It has system, starting at 
the point and moving towards the heels and then licking the inside of the 
shoes, then the soles of the shoes, what we never would do, tasting the 
shoes????, licking like a cat licks milk? here with body fluid Now with the 
Zipfel of her blouse ’polishing the shoes and then on the body clothing, 
licking again, Shoes cover feet, is a so called civilised item, if of letaler, 
then we are wearing animal skin on the feet, the feet way down on the 
body, shoes get worn out, here they become easily dusty, in europe less 
likely, attention to a ’neglected but so needed’ item, especially if living in 
cities or cold climate. She places them mathematically on the floor, in 
order to lick them again. Eyes the shoes like an hum animal and moves 
around them, to find out where they need more licking/coating. Hits 
herself, shoe-slapping on her body, to slap off what kind of dirt/dust? 
Packs them again into the same wrapping material as before, and carries 
them carefully back to table

4. 11.15/ 11.35 Rani Rekha 
KOCHI: distributes chalk, asks everybody to draw perfect circles. A lot of 
circles, people almot get into a frenzy, performing the circles around 



peoples feet, filling out circles with Ornaments ….
BANGALORE: Offers herself and stays very immobile, to put on her body 
sandelwood-paste and henna-paste, people smear the past, or draw 
ornaments, make signature, write body-parts

5. 11.40 / 12.00 Dimple B Shah
KOCHI: Wears white dress in layers, would be shining through if there 
woudn’t be layers. light fabric, could be torn easily, on the breast two 
coconut shells, filled with ice cubes how I hear later and obviously red 
colour, spills constantly onto her dress. With her mouth she is ’holding’ a 
weaver’s comb and performa a mouvement reminding me of a fish in the 
glass bowl, but she is walking a big circle several times in the space 
through, dividing the audience, getting very close, I very much like this 
phase of the performance, finally sits on bench pulls thread  thread, spills 
(already blindfolded) yellow powder from a thieve, then coconut-leaves 
and rice balls, eating, food, the treatment of food. the attention for it, 
ritualistic, 
BANGALORE: Blue Rangoli, as powder, as paint? in a line, different seeds, 
sound of ’hauchen’ rhythmisized ….. D has something in her mouth or 
does something with her mouth, the sound merges with her mouth 
movement, has she swallod something? Could be interesting to take 
something into the mouth, like streak who swallowed a sculpture, that 
opens in his stomach, after geometrical line she ’splashed blue paint?, 
puts on an elaborate headdress, a cage for the head  with blue  ion-light, 
breathes loudly, what be great if her own sound were amplified, but also 
nice the synchronising of her own breath with the recorded breath …. 
headdress
IRENE: female alchemist, is transforming material, herself, by working, 
we could participate/observe/experience a process of transformation, 
dichotomy between nature and artificiality

6. 12.05/12.25 Jeetin Ranger
. Preparation with two chairs and barber’s tools, two pingpong rackets, 
partly tapped/wrapped black, on one racket messages
. Jeetin is at the barber’s, is the young man behind him a real barber? 
while he cuts his hair Jeetin is bouncing orang ping-pong-balls on his 
racket
. sound of ping-pong-ball and the scissors cutting, Ragu is shaving his 
beard at the same time, at the barber’s one has to keep still, but Jeetin 
has to move, the barber’s tools scissors and electric shavers become 
sharp and dangerous tools,  especially when the barber is shaving Jeetin’s 
throat, he could be hurt. why do we trutst barber’s he could cut our 
throat, and the barber’s tool sounds like at the dentist’s.
. Paribarthan tells me that the barber in India has a low esteem, and he is 



seen some kind of traitor, because he talks a lot and is telling secrets to 
the (people of the higher cast?????)
. to do something on ones head is quite intimate, like at the doctor’s, 
touching, the meaning of hair????
. two men carrying him away from his chair
JEETIN RANGER: 
doesn’t want to plan it, didn’t tell the barber what it was about, create the 
performance space into a public space, how the audience can come into 
his performance, politics change all the time

7. 12.30/ 12.50 Ranjana Nagaraj
. fancy fabric/clothe, R under it, does something, haven’t really seen, 
what she has put on the floor beforehand. 
. we hear some kind of cutting/clipping sound, R. stays underneath 
covered, after a while I can see, that she seems to seal with a bosthich 
the fabric underneath her
. flashlight, some kind of stiff fine draht is sticking out, what is she 
doing?
. why hiding in order to reveal what?
. Irene told me that two man carried her out, she didn’t reveal herself
IRENE:
RANJANA: a protected space, the wires reaching to the outside, lighting in 
the 

8. 12.55/ 13.15 Khursheed Ahmad
. unpacks from his bag several small items, whistling-blows, sun glasses
. seeking for something
. starts taking, explaining what he has written on an oversized shirt, says 
it is typical for Kashmir? I hear day and night or after the day or light
. takes off shirt, shoes, trousers, the shirt is like a oversized night gown
. text on front shirt: Becoming BHAND = Gaukler, BHAND is in Flux, After 
the day or night who shows the light. Like my own Apprehension, 
whispers. After the night, who shows the light. Like my own shadow 
Disappears. And what …. Time makes me remember pain of any kind … 
Tortures After the day or night. The form of every form disforms … After 
the day or Night
. text on the back: BECOMING IMPERCEPTIBLE, IMPERCEPTIBLE BECOMING 
WITHIN BECOMING
. distributes whistling-blows, signs that people have to blow, a big den, 
hard for the ears, to bear
. he blows into a wooden instrument from Kashmir, some kind of 
dialogue between audience whistling and his blowing sound
. is it enunciation, communication, is it trying to say something with 



whistle, across the sound, is the sound itself, is the repetition about 
learning language, are this instruments to learn enunciation
. He is a Bhand ein Gaukler

9. 13.20/ 13.40 Hilal Ahmad Khan
looks like a (police) officer in a bureau, 
. asks us to write then letters of alphabet on a piece of paper and writing 
words, I asked him about politics, he said everything is politics.

10. 13.45/14.05 Shiva Prasad KT
. Spills water in a row on the floor from back wall to door
. rolls out a roll of paper, disappears, the paper soaks the water, 
. comes back with big plant leafs, chooses one, puts it on the paper in the 
middle of the long ’paper-carpet’, disappears
. comes back with a mug and paper cups, puts two paper cups in front of 
the leaves
. comes back dressed in white longhiii,spills water from the cups onto the 
plant leaf (banana leaf), the light is sparkling on the leaf
. sits and thinks, waits, stays calm, doesn’t look especially concentrated
. two people come in and serve him from the rice and the sauce, the 
lunch for the participants/audience of LT (is this arranged action, or a 
decision by the audience, or does Shiva’s besture signal, that the banana 
leaf is waiting for it
. Pryanke explains me, that Shiva didn’t ask them to bring food, but the 
in south india in marriages it’s a ritual with the white (paper or what kind 
of material) and the water, also with the banana leaf
. he seems to be waiting, breaking a ritualistic way in that that he sits 
here and muses
SHIVA: The waiting is from the context of the wedding, thousands people 
has to be fed

10. 14.10/ 14.30 Sridhar Gangolli
KOCHI: what I told the TV man, who wanted me to explain Sridhar 
Gangolli’s work: A good example of an interactive work. In an almost 
ritualistic way he carried with the help of others tables through a ’füll 
doorframe with door’, which two people held and moved forward, while 
behind the doorfram more and more table were put in two rows, finally 
growing into two long tables. Sridar invited the audience to sit at the 
tabel, later food was served. While yesterday everybody was dispersed 
outside and eating lunch in ’separate corners’ individually, Sridar was 
successfull in bringing us all onto ’one’tabel, eating at the same time. 
Sharing food, eating together is an old thing, is almost part of nature of 
humans. The ’guests’ leaving the table had to move through the 
doorframe. In that we were framed in moving all through the same frame.



BANGALORE: 
Standing with eyes closed, in a very secluded manner
SMITHA: not using objects, standing for the national auntem, standing 
and doing a meditation, others joined him it become more like a 
sculpture
it was a meditation …

12. 14.35/ 14.55 Mohan Kumar T
. arrives driving a posh grey car onto the premesis of Venkatappa, gets 
out of the car in grey shiny suit,  (did he rent car and suit?)  A business 
person, probably a future owner of Venkatappa, makes photo with I-
phone of building and of us on the terrace
. people are clapping, because he recites with it KABALI DA … a TAMIL 
MOVIE, a very famous one
. there is a huge guy with him in camouflage trousers, who carries his 
business cases, which they take from the back of the car
. M goes upstairs carrying two cases, the guy two other ones,  walks into 
the space, opens the cases and takes out 3/4 bricks, not golden bricks 
but brown bricks
. M closes the cases and leaves the space, two guys come and take the 
bricks away
. another time same scenario
. very pragmatic, dry way of proceeding
. with bricks the gallery is paid, worth nothing, except what it is, the 
owner disappears a he has shown up

13. 15.00/ 15.20 Neha Zooni Tikoo
the beloved season of love has passed away, a dance (traditional, with 

14. 15.25/ 15.45 Anupam Saikia
Blumentopf auf dem Kopf, sight aus wie die Kopfbedeckung eines Sultan, 
im Mund Stäbchen mit Zuckerwatte, Blätter in der Hand, das Publikum 
soll sie him auf die Haut kleben, when finished with this, he starts to 
knealing/treading with his feet the paper ball, the globe, he is a trickster, 
he makes a mess, the leaves stick to his face. and taking off the flower-
pot, more leave are underneath and fall to the floor, gets up walks away, 
the chair is attached to him, drags the chair with him. occasion,
YAN: I felt a little uncomfortable as a person interacting with Ajithlal, 
everybody was very warm, reminded him to a bird, which in this way 
attracts the female, he was an instruction, that the audience was as much 
part of the action as him, cotton candy, was loosing it’s fluffiness in the 
mouth, it’s quite erotic, he was seated on a cushion of stones, hidden 
from the audience
ANUPAM: the newspaper-ball, we don’t know what is inside, I bring it 



here and bring it back to the outside, unconscious process also the chair 
that comes with you, the first performance on eroticism, the date of 14th 
February, Valentine’s day
IRENE: When I saw you with the crazy head, it reminded me, the Wizard 
of Oz, could it be about mimicry.

15. 15.50/ 16.10 Ajithlal S
. a lot of pet bottles, distributes newspaper wants us to make a boat, 
shows how, we all make paper boats
. he wears a white longhi, naked upper body 
. he crouches down, looks into the audience an claps, there seems to be 
some kind of system, he looks at each single person in the audience an 
claps each time into the hands
. he empties the last drops out of the water bottles.
. lays down and collects all the boats on his body, send robs on the butt 
back to his stool
. waters the sitting surface of the stool, and wets his face, gives the 
audience out of the bottle to drink
. puts all the boats on the chair, kneels behind the chair, very 
concentrated, make an opening gesture with the arms, a lot of boats on 
the floor sand some empty plastic bottles, boats an plastic, what does he 
signalise with the gesture? 

16. 16.15/16.35 Chitra EG
. All dressed in black, goes to individuals, takes people’s hands (one) and 
holds it and looks into people’s eyes
. experience, she holds my hand with one hands at the thumb and with 
the other at the lower arm, one thinks it’s about looking but, then when 
she goes away and I look at my arms, I see that she has put a stamp 
HUMAN onto my arms, she has left traces
. Why always universal issues, not daily facts, matters????
. when she comes to Paribarthan he is very confronted
SMITHA: the gaze was very touching, how long it took with one person, 
CHITRA: it was not planned how long I would stay with the gaze, I liked 
the end of the performance with Paribarthan SMITHA: Paribarthan said: I 
don’t believe you, you are not an animal, you are an art object to me 
IRENE: you tested me and gave me the stamp I am human. CHITRA: 
Human is a powerful word 

17. 16.40/ 17.00 Uma Banerjee
KOCHI: Very fine net, hung up on the left and the rightside of the space 
at the wall, and stretched into the middle of the space. Attachés Banales 
to it, only a few, I thought there would be more, why did I think this, 
knote white band to her hair, they unrole and attaches the end of it to the 



net, nevertheless they stream/drag behind her. Tries to put hangle on the 
net to her hand, bangle doesn’t let go, after a while she succeds, and 
opens coconut in the middle, puts straw in it for drinking, offers audience  
one by one, to drink from it, goes back and forth. In the end talk, relates 
her audience to the theme of fish (in Colcata and here). Seemed to be 
nervous, a bit hectic. I wished she would have taken more time, I could 
have watched, would not have bored.
BANGALORE:
. on a stool paints her face with black ’rings’ in moving the brush from 
the face around her head
. starts on top and then moves down, does the rings/circles around her 
body
. when arrived down at the feet, take her hair, pulls it up lets go of the 
hair and lets the hands there 
. erinnert an Folterpositionen, oder menschen die gehängt worden sind
YAN: choice of black colour, strong and metaphorical picture, I don’t 
know where it is leading to, in hanging the stool is toppled of, is she 
dead, or who is dead, are we dead
UMA: referring to a love story written in Bengali, the word in this text, the 
sanskrit word ’body dead’…… intense written … we are very important in 
our age
…. I loose many friends????? The dead (suicide) is always with us, that’s 
why I don’t get off the stool, I don’t want to die, I wan’t to tell my friends 
don’t die, resistance 

18. 17.05/17.25 Varsha Bhide
KOCHI: uses wine-red colored strips of cloth, binds them onto her legs 
and thus the legs together, a movable bodice for the legs, continues with 
white cardboard, two holes for the arms to reach through, while the 
surface is covering her body-front and head entirely, she is behind the 
screen, takes pebbles/small stones from Cups behind the screen into her 
hands, tries to throw them from hand to hand, to throw them into the 
small paper-cups attached to her shoes, failure is part of the business 
her, all in vain, but it doesn’t matter it’s part of the game, done with 
endevour and sustainability. Ranjana intervenes, I am not sure, whether 
she has been asked to do so by Varsha or not, I ask her she confirms, 
that she has been ask to stand behind V. and throw stones into the Cups, 
she hits the target, V. shaked them immediately out.
This prepared Intervention raises the question of the responsability of the 
audience, why we stand observing her in failing and don’t help her is very 
important.
BANGALORE: 
. interesting set up with poles, people help to make it more stable, what 
will happen not happen



. V hangs up some kind of curtain, didn’t consider the weight of it, or did 
she expect, that people would help her’
. a small theatre, . playing with the shadow, where does one see this in 
India, in the films?  but I can see her from the side, like in Kochi she 
doesn’t seem to mind
. changes cloth behind it, thrown the shoes out, and lays down, stays 
immobile
. is its just for the image or what does her position convey?, starts 
moving/circling one leg, then the second leg, circles the arms
. moves around the curtain, kind of caressing the curtain,
. sliding curtain from one side to the other, kind of exercise behind it
. a human being existing just around the curtain, that’s the whole 
hemisphere, is this the fait of women
. in opposite position, now legs behind the curtain and upper body out, 
legs circling behind curtain, like before
. there seem to be some kind of film in her head or some kind of 
programm that she has to full fill, until the time is over
. the gesture where she is behind one curtain and just moves her hands 
in front of it, interesting
. seitliche Lage, closes with some kind of logic, I like this situation
. undoing the curtain, the set up also part of the whole thing
SMITHA: the shadows remind of Matisse, DEBASIS:  SURESH: She is 
clumsy, this is interesting

19. 17.30 / 17.50 Sunitha V
. three cups, crouching with head on the floor, devotional position/
gesture
. moving the hands forward, very sparsely measured movement, then a 
body-roll
. sitting with legs crossed, looking out, smiling at the audiencee
. making contact, sometimes children do approach each other in this way, 
should we be ashamed to look at her, or is she ashamed to look at us, a 
situation of exposure
. trying to be nice, what for? The audience was told not to make any 
pictures. Does she want us to look at her? What is she projecting? Does 
she take it from us, or are these inner images?
. we look at each other, we eye each other, we mirror back her tension, 
where does this go to?
. takes a cup, cleans herself, as if our looks would made her dirty, takes 
off the skirt throws it away was if too dirty, smells on her cloth, takes of 
shirt, i only in bra here, then bra is naked, pours water in thin streams 
over her head, presents us her back
TALK: some artist feel that this was ’theatre’ and didn’t belong to this 
context. We are talking about why, Irene and I have issues, that S. put 



herself in an exposed situation.

20. 17.55/ 18.15 Paribarthan Mohanty
storyteller, he opens his box
. Mia Marcos story, collecting objects, while moving in the city, he 
collected while it was the best time, because cities will be destroyed, we 
are destroying cities, cities are reaching the saturated limit …. 
accumulating differences … the cities loosing their phenomena ….  where 
is the heart of the city …  the cities started imploding ….  object is a 
container, says P., depository of the artist, or the maker of this object it 
contain the knowledge of labour and time.
. Objects are the slaves of their master? P. says the power of objects is 
underestimating …. (New Realisme), the object is possessing me, not the 
contrary. 
. Objects are valuable, P.says that’ wrong, how are values made, objects 
are old when people come old with the object
. These are the arguments of Marcos
. Ragu contradicts very intensely
What is an object, when is an object an object

21. 18.20/18.40 Priyanka Govil
. pulling hair from her leg, hands as Pinzetten, a quieting, everyday 
action, it was almost recovering to watch
YAN: oil, sitting on the ground very comfortably, I was afraid to get to 
closed to Priyanka, she didn’t bring to much to the gallery, that was 
important, giving into this idea of production, letting the audience to 
become productive, peeling off dead-skin, Priyanka comes first to 
herself, not giving in the idea of being spectacular, I felt it was very 
powerful, Y. mentions art history, female artist, and what is defined as art 
and craft, she is growing more and more comfortable as the process was 
going on.

22. 18.45/19.05 Dhannjay Kumar
. in Longhi, defining a rectangle, carries a load, walks the parameter of 
the rectangle, stones fall out of it, he recollects them, how he can squat, 
very easily
. I want to help him, he collects only the stones in the rectangle, this is 
labour, it’s inside us
. same procedure as before, each action looses material, material gent 
flöten, verloren
. D chews gravel, hearing the grinding of the teeth
IRENE: what is it about the colour white, a lot of performers male were 
wearing white, you prepared your field an your space, it had something to 
do with agriculture, eating gravel, I was happy that you didn’t eat it, we 



have to swollow (schlucken) a lot.
DHANNJAY: it’s about acriculture ANUPAM: He scared us

23. 19.10/ 19.30 Bhisaji Gadekar
Weisse Robe sieht aus wie die Abdeckung eines Altars, die er sich 
umgehängt hat
. macht Fäden an, deren Knäuel  in alle Ricchtungen geworfen warden
. A house appeaars, when the threads rays low, love, laugh, screaming, 
only screaming, let’s it out
. the house is moving, the holders are letting go of the tension, not 
pulling enough on the strings 
. crawls from underneath the ’house’ bits off the strings, folds it together
. letting go the tension, we could see, what happens to the form
IRENE: A catholic priest wearing his robe, the body language was visible 
in the form of the tent, you made tent to a house, a shed, after you stuck 
the head into the building, I felt it was a connection with the space 
around you, filling the space with the voice, you exhausted yourself, it 
was visible in your body, in the end you cut yourself loose from the 
source of tension. Cutting the thread was to silence yourself and the 
audience and to reduce the space again. 
BHISAJI: if you want to understand art, you have to understand the 
artist’s life, the home is my home, I connect people
JEETIN: If he is just whispering, how the audience would come into the 
house, that would be interesting to see

24. 19.35/ 19.55 Raghu A Wodeyar
KOCHI: Nauman fountain horizontal, water falls back on him, laying in 
designer chaiselongue, others could join in the back-seat of the 
Chaiselongue and do the same, nobody joins, want’s to wet him-herself. 
Rague keeps going until the basin is emptied of water, not water left.
BANGALORE: 
. Uses same plastic as Alanka, makes with flour little hills, puts into each 
something
SMITHA: how much could you see RAGHU: I could see, but it was not a 
very clear vision SMITHA: Are you for a target, I realised it was eggs, and 
the fun began, you always create this intervention of fun and lightness, it 
is your characteristic RAGHU: it is a costumised performance, it was done 
in Chennai before, I wanted to say something here, what was a 
celebration, but here it was about the black and white money, it was 
matching with what I was thinking before.

25  20.00 / 20.20 Debasis Beura
. charcoal house, colour-combination of light rose and red shirt, 
blackened face etc.



. light rose coloured longhi and red shirt, charcoal, collects and grinds it 
with his hand, then sweeps over the face, legs
. uses razor blade do cut lines into the palm of his right or left hand, 
sweeps over his face, to put the blood onto his face?
. tears open his shirt and walks off
. very brief and consize action
DEBASIS; cutting the reading line on his palm, creating his own line, the 
absence of performance

26 20.25 / 20.45  Bhuvanesh Kumar
. Beautiful yellow colour from the oil-light underneath the cloth, it’s  
house,  protected space
. a flame between two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight  people
. it has something archaic such a light, when the space around it is dark, 
one can imagine how it was in ancient, prehistoric times, when the light 
threw shadows
. the fire was probably sacred, because it meant so much, now the 
collective carrying of the flame triggers such thought, sensational felling
. also the das Höhlengleichnis bei Platon
. then a voice, ’everybody’ join us’, and a circle of oil-lights is lit, it looks 
almost artificial, and the light get dispersed in the space, the circle 
dissolves into random light-dots and some light-clusters

27  20.50 / 21.10 Debdutta Bannerjee
KOCHI: What about installing the cloth-panels NO ART — NO LOVE as 
part of performance, or even writing on it the words NO ART — NO LOVE 
in front of the audience. Random system, random performance, off 
system, he improvisier, eats flowers, now and then throughout the 
performance. Uses cloth like Christ cloth, to whipe his face from sweat, 
water etc. he is walking and handling items/material (flowers, bone, very 
little handmade book, scissors?, paint?, small brush?) in an undecisive 
way, throws flowers here and there, waters their head in a bucket of 
water, brushes his face with the watered flowers, walks aimlessly 
somehow, yet somewhere it/he knows, he is improvising, walking, 
meandering jerkily, stopping now and then, as if thinking, grabbing what 
seems to hang somewhere in the air. Grabs the cloth on the NO ART side, 
tears a whole into it, waters the hole, makes a gesture of washing his 
hands in the hole. Tries to put the flowers on the cloth, they don’t hold, 
we know as audience, neverthelesse, the gesture was somehow touching, 
gentle, even when the flowers dropped on the floor. He shakes, wrings 
the cloth, NO ART and NO LOVE as to wake them up, to put them onto 
live. He is a tricksters, a Harlekin
BANGALORE: 
. D. in Sari, with broom, and a lot of white tape, he taped around hie arm, 



a pot of paint?, a flower pot, a cup, rather awkwardly, no a bit mannered, 
no a bit light-footed he walks sweeping around, here and there a bit and 
more. tied to his foot a string, tapping around his head, over his glasses, 
energetically, almost sereine gestures, kneeling down and brushing over 
the flower pot, filled with ???, cutting off a bit of his hair, putting it 
elegantly into the cup, , undoing tape, using it as a paint brush to paint 
his arm with rose-red colour, sticking the elbow into the pot, the same 
with the other arm, unserving gestures, he doesn’t see well, takes off the 
tape around his head, Monthey Python, again energetic gesture, trapped 
in his own doings, like a swine/animal he sticks the head into the paint 
pot and sucks paint-water, then washes the tape, this part is a bit also 
like in catholic church when the priest does the gestures for the 
Abendmahl
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